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Abstract

In recent years, the providers of public and
private sector health care services have been faced with some
radical changes in the society they serve, and more
importantly, development in the way that traditional health
care is delivered to Information Technology (I.T) based
communities. It is widely believed by health care professionals
that the better health care results really come from the
improved healthcare systems and more effective health care
services' management. This paper focuses on using an agentbased software engineering approach and design models to the
development of an appropriate agent-based healthcare
software system is described in which software researchers
collaborate with environment builders to enhance the levels of
cooperation and support provided within an integrated agentbased community healthcare system.

Keywords agent technology, agent-oriented software
engineering, agent-based software design models, agentbased community care.
I. INTRODUCTION

Why agent technology? Why this new approach is suitable
for the community health care domain and why it can be
used to contribute to the community care service field
through reorganization of the health and social care
services?

Agents are artificial intelligent entities or sub systems
within a dynamic environment, which can sense and act
(not necessarily in that order). In 1995, Wooldridge and
Jennings[15,16]have described that "An agent is a
computer system situated in some environment, and that is
capable of autonomous action in this environment in order
to meet its design objectives."[16]. This means that agents
are not isolated entities or systems, and that they are able to
communicate and collaborate with other entities that are
based on Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) and
sharing Distributed Computing (DC) communities.
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Community health care is dynamic, complex and
progressive.[1,2,3] Its aim is to provide such services as are
necessary to maintain people and quality of life in the
community when they are unable to provide for
themselves, thus maintaining their independence. It is also
provided by a wide range of disparate, independent
organizations and agencies, typically each having their own
objectives, of which the provision of community care is
only a part. The objective is perfectly matched with
agents' skills, capabilities, and the design goals to integrate
services with their responsibilities in a coherent and
efficient manner [4].
The use of agent technology for health care software
system design and for community care service management
is prompted by several evolutionary influences which can
be summarized as follows [3]:
* The desire to provide humane and effective care
systems that deliver improved services to people,
enhancing social interaction and enabling more
effective delivery ofhealth care.
* The ability to define high-abstraction level care
management strategies by effectively linking the health
care professionals into a single framework of
accountability. There are many different people or
organizations (medical teams, social services, etc.) that
are normally involved with different priorities and
various skills and responsibilities. Agent-based
organisational methods allow people to operate with full
managerial responsibilities[1I1], e.g. established
practitioners, e.g. community health doctors, senior
nurses, medical services planners and health advisors
etc.

* The development of an in depth understanding of health
information (both the data and its sources), to provide
better community medicine, which includes a wide
range of the related social services that are often
currently neglected. It is necessary to have a lucid
method and platform to allow them to communicate,
negotiate, collaborate and cooperate to achieve their
common domain goals. The agent-based solutions are
ideal for dealing with complex issues and challenges
facing in a health care community
* Agent-base care expert systems can assist medical
professionals in the tasks of monitoring, detection and
diagnosis from different geographic locations and

regions.

* Cooperative agents can work within community
structures to change the human service programme or

social service policies, by involvement in planning,
scheduling and organizing (both for formal care and
informal care services), in a more effective and timely
manner.
* The concept of a shared multi-agent environment
permits shared supervision and greater teamwork by
integrating experts from a number of groups into
common service environments. This will allow patients
to visit experts, doctors or care organizations by
connecting to medical agents though an agent-based
community care network and platform.
II. AGENT-BASED DESIGN MODELS FOR COMMUNITY
CARE SERVICES SYSTEM' s DEVELOPMENT

In [6,7], Jennings says: "agent-oriented approaches are
well suited to developing complex software systems in
general and control system in particular". As yet, there are
not many agent-oriented software and applications in the
market. In part, this is due to the complexity of agent
system development, the absence of mature techniques and
the shortage of useful software tools. The commonly
considered solutions are the development of the
component-based software techniques for the integration of
components like database software applications into agent
systems and the development of the useful structures for
collections of agents into teams and groups in agent
architectures. The key technique for this development is
Modelling. Modelling is the design of software system
before coding and final implementation. Modelling is an
essential part of an agent-centred system. Agent-based
models play the analogous roles in software development
that blueprints and other plans (site maps, elevations,
models) play in the building of a skyscraper. Using a
model, those responsible for a software development
project's success can assure themselves that business
functionality is complete and correct, that end-user needs
are met, and that the program design supports requirements
for scalability, robustness, security, extendibility, and other
characteristics, before implementation in code renders
changes difficult and expensive to make.

Agent-based community health care is a new service
style which automates the process of linking constituents
with their core competencies quickly and effectively on the
Internet. Important new modelling aspects for developing
of those kinds of systems should considerate more than
tradition systems [12]. Here in our research, it has been
considered with following three design models: agent
model, agent services model and acquaintance model.
The agent model is mainly used to identify agent types
and their "natural" attributes. It mainly creates agent
types by aggregating roles, each emerging agent type
can be represented as a role that combines all the
aggregated roles attributes (responsibilities, activities,
functions etc.).
* The service model describes agent responsibilities and
services associated with each agent/role[5]. In each
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service model, there are four states of service: input,
output, pre-conditions and post-conditions, and these
must be identified before allowing them to represent
constraints on services. A service model can sometimes
be divided into several phases and can be decomposed
into a set of methods.

The acquaintance model is the guideline for agents'
communication and cooperation. It is a graph with
nodes in the graph corresponding to agent types and arc
in the graph corresponding to communication pathway
For example, the pathway for the NHS patients to
access healthcare system can be simply illustrated as
follows:

Figure 1. Pathway of Accessing Health Care System
III. AGENT-BASED PRACTICAL DESIGN AND

MODELLING TOOLS

Agent-based community care unveils a tremendous range
of challenges and opportunities to create more advanced
distributed e-service systems by fully using agent
capabilities and responsibilities, allowing us to open the
door to new service styles which lead to reduced costs,
improved communications and affect the way we live,
work and do business.

Obviously, managing complexity issues and creating
reliable agent-based software is the very difficult task
facing developers of large-scale embedded software
systems. In order to cope with the challenges of
complexity and to ensure that the construction of the
model goes through the construction of a number of views
of the each one only dealing with a specific aspect. It is
necessary to have additional graphical views to represent
the models and their associated components or elements.
Our experience to agent-oriented software engineering
research suggests that incompleteness of design models and
the lack of agent-based software design and development
tools that allow system complexity to be electively
managed is a greater obstacle. With the emergence of
agent-based software paradigm, the need for tools and

techniques to perform analysis and design of systems
became apparent. Therefore, the researchers in Health Care
Computing Group at University of Westminster are also
proposing and exploiting new agent-based software design
tools. Our design philosophy to agent-based systems is
based on progressive development and decomposition of
system's construction or behaviours, i.e. extending current
existing methodologies, models and adapting some
modelling techniques and ideas from object-oriented
software engineering (since object-oriented modelling
techniques are not directly applicable to agent systems , and
agents are more complex than objects)[8,10], providing
compositional modelling tools suitable for the verification
of agent-based system structure and function. Here, in
order to simplify and address design and development stage
clearly, a set of agent-based graphic modelling diagrams
for addressing domain-level abstractions and agents
behaviours are introduced and experimented into our
health care project as follows:

particular conditions. The service may vary due to the
different tasks and conditions applied to agent-based
system. For example, agent Care Coordinator in event of
Preparing and Updating the Individual in the event of the
basic proposed services diagram for agent Care
Coordinator, can be seen in [Figure 3]
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Agent and Role Schema Diagram: This defines the agent
types by aggregating roles and it also defines role of each
agent and its related attributes. It is a blueprint-style
description on agent and their role schema. In analysis
level, this schema helps to discover individual agents and
agent's attributes. This mainly describes individual agent's
functions and states and abilities. Such as in [Figure 2] an
agent called Care Provider is able to communicate and
negotiate with other agents to provide wide range of care
services.
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Figure4 Interaction diagram: Agent Care Coordinator
interacting with health care system and patients

Figure 2 The agent and role model: a formal schema for
agent Care Provide
Service Diagram: This provides a domain view of the
services and tasks of individual agents. Those services and
tasks all based on the agent's role which has described in
Agent/Role Schema diagram, service diagrams also should
include some additional information on practical events and
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The diagram [Figure 4] shows the communication paths
and route between the patients and health care system. It
illustrates that after having carefully analysed patients'
requests, the agent Care Co-ordinator passing patient's case
to an appropriated health care service system, e.g. a local
clinic or a dental office, hospital then those information is
diverted to a responsible health care professional such as a
GP or a nurse.

Acquaintance Diagram: This defines desired agent domain
behaviours of all the agents. It contains a set of use cases
and the graphs corresponding communication pathway
among agent. For example, as showing in [Figure 5], Agent
CareCoordinator is arranging an event for a patient, it
could be make an appointment with doctor or nurse or
receive a prescription/ re-prescription After doctor or
nurses consolidation and all the health care professionals
are all connected and carefully operated following the
Acquaintance diagram[Figure5].
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Organization diagram for an Agent-based Community
Care System can be illustrated as follows [Figure 7]. The
system can be divided into three sections, which are based
on the role and functions of responsive agents: The
Information Agents, i.e. Care Coordinator' Management
with associated Social Care Service, are working together
in the control of the system, commanding and scheduling
the tasks and managing services. The User Task Interface
Agents, such as GP, patients and carers, are the task
providers or health care service receivers; this has a graphic
interactive interface to communicate with Information
Agents (Health Care Coordinator and Social Care Services).
Some Task and Service Agents such as Hospital connect
and cooperate with Doctors and Nurses and Care
Coordinator Management Agents, and are working
together. In some emergency circumstances such as transfer
of patients or delivery of blood or organs, the Emergency
Agents operate under the direction of the Care Coordinator
Management Agents involved in providing the heath care
service.
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Organization Diagram: This presents the overall of the
agent-oriented society, i.e. Agent-based
architecture
and working environment which
system
includes how the all the agents and it roles can be well
organized and managed into a single working environment
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services[5].

Figure 7: Organizational Diagram for a Health Care System
(simplified version)
IV. THE BENEFITS OF USING INTELLIGENT AGENTS FOR
COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS

Agent technology is a new research direction, which
provides a range of possibilities and opportunities for
software designers and developers to design and develop
new agent-oriented computer software and applications.
Figure 6: Organizing interactive and cooperative agents
/roles in an emergency event
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The majoNr advantage of agent-orientedl softwarer (andi
thus of intelligent agent technology) is that it allows these

intelligent agents i.e. artificial intelligent entities, to serve
as proxies for high-level abstractions of the active entities
that are present in a service-based software system.
Although agent-based system modelling is still in its early
stages of development. But we have already discovered
and experienced some positive design strengths for system
design and development, such as the aspect of agent
software development approach leads us to focus on using
agent technology to redesign and reorganize the existing
community care services and management system.
Communicated and cooperative agents could carry on a
wide range of activities (such as information accessing,
interaction and communication, health care service
planning, task scheduling, decisions making and health care
resource management, etc.).
By using agent-based community care service system could
provide an effective control and new management style.
The benefits of using agents and agent technology for
health care section are as follows:

Improve the current community care service system

* by using agent-oriented engineering solutions to
design new style cooperative, coordinated, and
collaborative health care services via internet.
* by sharing services, distributed resources and
decision making;
* by requiring the communication of complex and
diverse forms of flowing information between
each individuals such as a variety of clinical and
other settings;
* by the coordination abilities between groups of
health care professionals with diversity roles,
skill and responsibility;
* by the interactive and cooperative effectiveness
in the health care environment, in order to meet
the information needs of the patients and health
care providers;
* Quickly contact the help agent-based services that
you need during the community care events.
Promoting effective and coordinative delivery of
health care services by using a range of agents to
communicate with available healthcare professions.
The patients information to be added and discussed
through the use of mediators[9,11] and agent-based
negotiation strategies and decision-making system.
* Improve coordination between social services and
emergency services, organizing and managing these
concurrent actions in an effective and inteoperative
way.

* Link effectively and increase the speed of response
and supports (such as emergency assistance
services)by connecting and communicating with
autonomy intelligent agents and an agent-based
health care environment
* The provision of positive assistance to maintain and
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enhance the quality of service and the provision of
routine service as specified by the Individual Service
Plan and provided to an individual on a routine basis
to against crisis. The elimination of unnecessary
duplication of resources.
V. THE STRENGTHS OF AGENT-BASED MODELS FOR
SYSTEMS' ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

The main task of agent-based models is the attempt at
making the design and development of community
healthcare system as easily as possible. By using agentbased models could reduce design effort and increase
productivity, since it provides a powerful high-level
abstraction for agents' analysis and design and resource
management; it defines the process of development with
clear reliable, flexible phases. Therefore, it greatly
simplifies the configuration and organization of agents and
services, the endowment of communication capability as
well as cooperation capability of agents, and provides a
better understanding of the system and its connected
working environment.
In summary of the strengths of the agent-based models
for community care systems analysis and design as we
discovered have numerous positive characteristics
including:

* It marks the derivation of macro-level descriptions
from the problem specification, then mapping of the
macro-level description into the micro-level
interaction specifications by using adequate
operation and formulisation; It provides a set of
guidelines whereby designers and developers are
involved in the whole planning process from
information collection to development of action
plans and management.
* It handles the complexity of the software
development process increasing the quality of the
resulting system. Nowadays, as agents become more
sophisticated they need to interact in more
sophisticated ways and interactions may require
several communications to complete tasks. Each
task within a design describes a set of specific
aspects of the system under consideration [13,14 ]. It
is very clear that we have to use a set of models for
controlling overall conditions and agent behaviours.
The agents' domain dynamic behaviors should also
be considered as being the same as the static aspect
in an agent environment. Obviously, within a largescale distributed agent-based system, the difficulties
of managing their development process will be
dramatically increased as well as dealing with the
variable behaviors of the agents. The design of those
kinds of complex systems involves an incremental
and interactive process.
*

It attempts to be a practical approach to the analysis,
design, implementation, and management of agent

software systems, since it provides a range of
models for addressing agents, services, resources,
and their community and interaction.
* It delineates between generic agent-level and
domain-level problem-solving issues. It helps
developers see the involvement of agents and
understand the work of multi-level development
phases and how decompose complex domain
problems into small pieces. Each design stage
contains different mechanism for identifying roles
and function setting, and then producing a control
and action rules to run a control-level process
associated with a domain action. It is the most
important consideration that a designer should
include enough information. By using agent-based
design models and tools can clearly clarify roles and
tasks for each agent, and each agent could be easily
identified and described, and later on be organised
into an appropriate agent architecture.
* It provides an engineering approach to the design
and construction of collaborative agent-based
computer systems. It helps system developers to
focus on providing a formal platform for analyzing,
designing, organizing, controlling and managing
agents' behaviour. It offers high-abstraction level
specifications and a range of capable structural
models for systems analysis and design. It offers
practical support and guidance, which currently only
covers system analysis and design phases, while
proving a range of guidelines that are directly
relevant to agents in their coordinative working
domain with built-in agent convention roles or
models for agent inter-connections and interactions
in common highly flexible agent-based computer
environments.

result of this, we could face the challenges and pressures of
ever greater complexity of the software systems' creation
and development. An advanced and effective community
care systems can be developed and implemented very soon.
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